Nombre:
Fecha de entregar:
Hora:
Realia
Below are your options for work over the break. You must choose and complete at
least six of the assignments below. You may turn them in as you go to best record your
grade. Please do not wait until the last minute to complete this work. As the time lines
at school change, it is unclear when the quarter will actually end.
Turn in work to my email, alord@columbus.k12.oh.us or send screenshots to my Google
Voice number 614-706-7179 or submit hardcopies as soon as we return.

Make a video of you For this activity write the Earn 10xp on Duolingo
introducing yourself name of the company, (the app or online; it’s
in Spanish in as
the phone number in
free). Email a screenshot
much detail as you Spanish, and the number to Ms. Lord.
can. Send the video you would need to press
to Ms. Lord’s email. to speak to someone in
You may want to use Spanish. You should call
as much vocabulary at least five different
as possible.
companies.
Email your list or turn
your paper into the box.
Listen to a Spanish Eat authentic food from a Go
song. Write the
Spanish speaking
to www.freerice.com and
name of the song and country. Describe the
play a Spanish language
at least 10 words that food in Spanish. Take a learning game. Reach at
you
photo. Identify the
least level 5. Take a
understood. Email country where this food screen shot and email it.
the list or turn it into is typically eaten. Either
the box.
email both, or turn in on
paper.

Make a back-to-school
shopping list in
Spanish. Include at
least 15 items in
Spanish.

Make a video of you
introducing someone
else (can be a
classmate, a
picture of a celebrity,
or a teacher at Mifflin)
in Spanish in as much
detail as you
can. Send the video to
Ms. Lord’s email.
(Counts as two
activities)
Create a vocab quiz Read an article
Change the setting on
Create flashcards for
for yourself, using at from elpais.es Write the your phone or tablet to yourself of at least 20
least twenty different name of the article, the Spanish for an entire
vocabulary words of
words. Email the
author, and a five
day. Send at least 5
your choice. They
quiz or turn it in to sentence summary of
different screenshots of should have pictures
the box.
what you
your screen to Ms. Lord’s and Spanish (no
understood. (Sentences email or Google Voice English). Submit them
can be in
Number.
in a ziploc bag to the
English.) Email or turn
box. (Make sure your
in to box.
name is on each card.)

